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Foreword
by Joel A. Barker
or centuries people assumed that economic growth resulted from the
interplay between capital and labor. Today we know that these elements are outweighed by a single critical factor: innovation. Innovation is the source of U.S. economic leadership and the foundation for our
competitiveness in the global economy.
That’s what Bill Gates wrote in the Washington Post in early 2007.
Without a doubt, leaders around the world understand the leverage of innovation and want a share in the wealth it creates.
Debbe Kennedy has written a book that approaches innovation leadership in a unique way. It focuses on the power of bringing differences together
to create new products, services, and new levels of contribution. It is based
on her work of the last ﬁfteen years, and every idea has been tested and
proven. In a world in which diversity is becoming more important every
day, knowing how to use that diversity for innovation is a huge competitive
advantage. That’s what Putting Our Differences to Work offers.
Debbe has developed and reﬁned three themes she uses to create the
change that results in increased innovation:

F

Theme 1. The world and your organization are getting more diverse
so you must understand how to deal with diversity at all levels—in
the boardroom, in the organization, in the ﬁeld, in the marketplace.
Theme 2. Leading a diverse organization is very different from
leading an organization with high homogeneity. Twenty-ﬁrst-century
leadership is going to be about leading diverse followers. Those who
can apply “diversity leadership” have a huge advantage over those
who cannot.
Theme 3. If you know how to utilize diversity, you can rapidly reap
continuous beneﬁts in innovation—both internal innovations that will
make your organization better, and external innovations that your
customers will clamor for.
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What Debbe has done is create a series of easy-to-follow guidelines,
instructions, and suggestions for your organization—and every leader in
it—on how to utilize diversity to increase innovation. Every one of her ideas
has been tested by her in multiple settings. She’s also included a special section referencing key studies, tools, and other resources for you to do your
own explorations.
She has simple strategies that work for organizations of all sizes. She
has thoughtful guidelines for dealing with the people issues and the “Not in
my backyard” issues. And she has wonderful stories of success told by the
“succeeders” in their own words.
And scattered throughout her book are wise observations, some two
thousand years old, some fresh off the Internet. They illustrate the depth of
thinking and experience that has gone into this book.
While Putting Our Differences to Work has something for everyone, it
is particularly important for those who would be leaders. Debbe pulls no
punches about how bad leadership behavior in a diverse world dramatically
damages an organization’s ability to innovate. But, after pointing out the
bad behavior, she offers clear, thoughtful instructions on how to overcome
the past and develop a leadership style ﬁt for the twenty-ﬁrst century.
This is a book that you will read and then ﬁnd yourself going back to
again and again, to access its many ideas on innovation, on leadership, and
on productivity that results from good leadership and constant innovation.
It will change the way you think about diversity. It will show you how
to leverage diversity. It will help you become a better leader.
What I like best about Putting Our Differences to Work is that Debbe
teaches us how diversity accelerates innovation to everyone’s advantage.
This is a win-win-win book in which you and your people win, your organization wins, and the world wins.
Joel Barker
Futurist, ﬁlmmaker, author
Paradigms: The Business of Discovering the Future
Note: Also see Chapter 10, “Innovation at the Verge of Differences,” by Joel Barker.

“

Out of clutter ﬁnd simplicity; from discord ﬁnd
harmony; in the middle of difﬁculty lies opportunity.

”

—Albert Einstein

Preface
o you ever feel like the whole world is looking to you for leadership—even if it’s just your own world? Today we ﬁnd ourselves
in similar places regardless of our business or organization. The
pressures are on. Demands for new ideas and new talent are real. Growth
seems to be on everyone’s mind, whether it is to grow your business, expand
your inﬂuence, multiply your supporters, increase your diverse talent pool,
or gain market share. And, by the way, make it fast.
A respected leader once shared with me that the word leadership has a
Germanic origin meaning to “ﬁnd a new path.” What is encouraging amid
all the chaos today is there is a constant stream of achievements rising up
from individuals and organizations across the world ﬁnding new paths that
are creatively addressing the problems we face with new thinking and a
resurgence of our pioneering spirit as people.
I wrote this book for you to experience walking on some of those new
paths and, at the same time, take away everything you need to forge your
own. The idea for this book arose out of observation, experience, participation, and inspiration from what seems a lifetime of study and practice that
has involved putting our differences to work. The most meaningful part of
the journey has come from those I met and learned from and with along
the way. Writing the book grew out of ﬁrst asking myself a number of new
questions, and now I ask you to consider them, too:
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Who needs to become a leader today?



What skills and qualities do we really need in our leaders
at all levels?



What role do people and their differences play in our
achievements?



How well are we utilizing the talent we have?



If innovation is the “engine of growth,” what fuels the engine?
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Where is the greatest opportunity for innovation?



How can everyone contribute and reap the beneﬁts of innovation?

The answers to these questions hold the promise of healing, enriching,
and transforming workplaces, marketplaces, communities, and our world,
and they formed the premise of Putting Our Differences to Work. The ideas
in this practical guide change the prevailing rules of how to think, behave,
and operate as leaders and innovators in three speciﬁc ways.
First, we learn that all we already know about leadership is valuable.
However, to strengthen our portfolio of skills, ﬁve distinctive qualities of
leadership are introduced. They fundamentally change the rules in how we
think and act. They reframe old notions that no longer work to our advantage in our organizations or wherever we ﬁnd ourselves having an opportunity to have a positive inﬂuence on others. These qualities are needed
at all levels of leadership, including individual contributors and aspiring
leaders who may not see themselves as leaders. Our distributed workplaces
and communities mean that we all step in and out of leadership roles that
require new skills to understand, interact, and relate with others different
than we are.
Second, the ideas in this book draw together four diverse elements of
business and society that have traditionally been handled separately in our
work and our thinking—if not by our words and processes, then certainly
by our visible actions and practices: innovation, leadership, diversity, and
inclusion. Putting Our Differences to Work reframes how these four elements are connected and proves the possibilities that reside with this powerful foursome. The outcome is measurable with meaningful beneﬁts for
individuals, business, society, and our world.
Third, the ideas in the book elevate the signiﬁcance and importance
of people. They put people and all their differences at the forefront of all
achievement. We need them—and all of their differences, talents, energy, new
ideas, and expertise. Diverse people are the fundamental fuel for innovation
to serve business and society, for new levels of leadership in our respective
ﬁelds, and for realizing the highest levels of achievement for our organizations. Through concrete examples, you will learn how our differences
multiply the possibilities for innovation, the “engine of growth.” You will
also witness the profound inﬂuence that inclusion has to engage everyone,
accelerating the process of acceptance, understanding, and ownership for
new ideas, as well as new products and services. The ideas in this book ask
us to reconsider where we are today and reach beyond the trendy economic
jargon that has come into fashion that deﬁnes people in terms of human
capital and tends to overlook the importance of people considerations in the
mainstream of our business and organizational strategies.
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Everything about this book, from its cover to its content, reﬂects the
results of putting our differences to work. Its pages are marked with many
ﬁngerprints. I wanted it to be a book that reﬂected its title—a true mirror
of putting our differences to work. This book holds the wisdom of many
thought leaders, mentors, sages, and teachers crossing all segments of society. I’ve had the good fortune to know many of them. Some I’ve never met,
but they are very present in this book. When all the differences are put
together, it is a virtual gathering of great minds and pioneering spirits coming together across time and distance to share knowledge and know-how
with you.
Every action taken in the process of writing this book brought with it
echoing voices from all those who dreamed, dared, and sacriﬁced before us.
I’ve heard them whispering across time as I worked on this book. Like all
those with a pioneering spirit, one learns that history doesn’t record every
name and face, but all of us beneﬁt today from the many who cared and
risked and reached inside to ﬁnd the strength to respond to the call of their
generation and time.
Above my desk, seven original paintings stretch across my wall—of
Mother Teresa, Viktor Frankl, Martin Luther King Jr., Nelson Mandela,
Mahatma Gandhi, Jalaluddin Rumi, and Eleanor Roosevelt. Each face
watches over me as I work every day, creating an ever-present reminder of
the importance of this journey of continuous renewal that you and I are on
at this time in history. I’ve always believed that we can remain in a continual
dialogue with leaders like these shining examples if we are open to listen and
learn from the wisdom they left for us.
While writing, I heard Dr. King reminding us once again why our efforts
have signiﬁcance: “All life is inter-related. We are all caught in an inescapable network of mutuality, tied into a single garment of destiny. Whatever
affects one directly, affects all indirectly.” Mother Teresa encourages us to
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step up and do our part: “Don’t wait for the leaders. Do it alone, person to
person.” Gandhi inspires us when we are personally overwhelmed by the
magnitude of the struggle: “When you are after a righteous cause, people
pop out of the pavement to help you.” Viktor Frankl doesn’t let us escape
without recognizing that regardless of how difﬁcult and impossible circumstances may appear, we are in charge: “Everything can be taken from a
man but . . . the last of the human freedoms—to choose one’s attitude in any
given set of circumstances, to choose one’s way.” Eleanor Roosevelt tests the
authenticity of our leadership: “It is not fair to ask of others to do what you
are unwilling to do yourself.” Rumi reminds us, on many levels, that this
is not a journey of thoughtless action: “Attention to small details, makes
perfect a large work.” And Nelson Mandela reminds us that “with freedom
comes responsibility.”
I learned long ago that a story is a moment in time you can revisit over
and over again. Better yet, if the story contains wisdom and knowledge, it
is timeless. Stories can ignite your courage. They can be a catalyst for a new
idea. They can bring out the best in your leadership. When I was selecting
the “pearls and gems” from my work to include in this book, there were
special stories I wanted to share because they had this kind of enduring
quality. Each story includes the context and my experience of the leaders.
This seemed to bring life into each story that would be somehow lost, if not
mentioned.
My greatest hope for Putting Our Differences to Work is that it will be
one of those books that you read, internalize, put into practice, and keep as
a ready reference and guide for using your passions, intellect, knowledge,
and skill to pioneer a new era—one that puts your signature on the twentyﬁrst century—opening the way for the human dimension of leadership to
reign.
And now the journey begins.
May the returns for your efforts and example in putting our differences
to work leave an enduring imprint wherever you are called to lead the way.
I welcome you.
Debbe Kennedy
Montara, California
April 2008
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“

The difference between what we do and what we are
capable of doing would sufﬁce to solve most of the
world’s problems.

”

—Mahatma Gandhi

Introduction
The Fastest Way
rganizations and individuals all over the world are discovering that
putting our differences to work is the most powerful accelerator
for generating new ideas, creating innovative solutions, executing
organizational strategies, and engaging everyone in the process.
This book is about how to make your own discovery of this truth. It
comes with everything you need to get started right where you are.
The breakthrough is the essential ingredient of diversity, in its broadest
sense. Real value lies at the intersection of our differences. This encompasses everything from our thinking styles, problem-solving approaches,
experiences, competencies, work habits, and management styles to our
ethnic origins, cultural backgrounds,
and generational insight (see
the Dimensions of Difference illustration). All our
differences give each
of us a unique perspective from which
to draw, including
gender, race, physical abilities, sexual
orientation, nationality, religion, age,
and everything that
makes us who we are

O

Dimensions of Difference
The value lies at the intersection
of all that makes us different ...
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Introduction

as individuals. The magic begins when we come together. The secret is learning how, when, and where to tap into all the wealth of insight, wisdom, and
new thinking to solve problems, create new products and services, and build
stronger communities with beneﬁts for everyone.
In 2005, I had an opportunity to get a memorable glimpse into our
emerging generation of innovators and the experience of putting our differences to work today. I was invited to speak at an online Leadership Forum
hosted by Microsoft on the topic of “How to Get Buy-in for New Ideas.”
With innovation commonly being known as “the engine of growth,” I
wasn’t too surprised when the Forum drew a crowd. In what seemed an
instant, over 550 leaders showed up online. I had no idea at the time that
the group was so diverse, because I could only see their names. Later, I
learned they came from over twenty countries representing regions across
the world, including Europe, Asia Paciﬁc, Canada, Latin America, and the
United States, demonstrating that people with new ideas are a universal
treasure. They represented major companies from every industry, as well
as entrepreneurs, government, military, education, health care, and community organizations. I discovered the group was a cross section of CEOs
and senior leaders, managers of every type, as well as educators, business owners, ministers, and consultants. Imagine all this diverse talent
coming together, peer to peer, meeting on common ground, because we
were brimming with new ideas to bring to our respective organizations.
Up front, I asked the group why they came to this particular session. I
admit, I was moved by the responses. I recognized there was a deeper level
of connection among us that would have been missed if I hadn’t asked the
question. Ninety percent described themselves as change leaders or innovators with new ideas to improve their businesses and organizations. Nearly
half indicated that, over and above their jobs, they had come because they
hoped to change the world. And this was just a small random sampling of
leaders at one meeting. I have learned, since this group heightened my own
awareness, a growing number of us would describe ourselves and our missions in a similar way.
In this one hour, we accomplished much together. We learned about presenting new ideas and pinpointed common problems standing in the way of
innovation, change, and growth in our organizations. The dialogue continued through emails and inﬂuenced a series of smaller online conversations
that I hosted in the following weeks.
Three main issues generated the most comments, discussion, and correspondence afterward. They are indicators of the gaps that still exist between
leaders and employees effectively putting their differences to work to innovate and inﬂuence organizational success. See if any of these sound familiar
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to you and what other truths you might add to the mix from your own
experience:


Our company culture isn’t open to new ideas; process is more
important. There is a lack of interest in change and innovation.
Everyone sees the need; no one wants to take the risk. New
approaches aren’t welcomed.



Gender, race, and age still play a role in acceptance of new ideas
in our organization. If you think differently or ask too many
questions, it leads to losing the respect of senior leaders.



Senior leaders/managers take ideas and present them as their own.
The focus from our leaders is on execution of strategy; they’ve
forgotten people are leading it for them. It would be great if they
showed more interest in what people have to say.

These comments are good examples of common issues that stand in
the way of putting our differences to work effectively across any organization. This kind of breakdown in communication erodes trust and impacts
productivity and achievement in ways we may not even notice unless we
are paying attention. Here is a question to consider for yourself and your
organization:

What are the chances you or other leaders in your
organization might be leaving similar impressions
with those looking to you for leadership?
Most of us go along thinking we are doing a great job, so receiving
this kind of feedback isn’t fun, often comes as a surprise—never at a good
time—and is disappointing to the best of us. No one would purposely want
to have members of their teams thinking this way. The important lesson we
all need to remember is directly related to effectively putting our differences
to work: it isn’t what we think we are doing that matters; it isn’t what we’ve
said, think we’ve said, or wish we’d said; it is what others perceive and
receive from us that has the sweeping inﬂuences—inﬂuences we often don’t
realize restrict both the individuals and the organization from delivering the
highest levels of results, innovation, leadership, and performance.
One of our biggest culprits is our language. Putting our differences to
work requires that we develop the ability to communicate with the people
we are counting on most to fulﬁll our business and organizational strategies and goals. This means reaching them, understanding what they need
from us to be great themselves, so they can accomplish great things for the
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organization. To do this, we need to become
conscious of what we say and how we say it.
Eric Hoffer, a well-known American social
Rankings of Challenges
writer,
summed up this need nicely: “The leader
of “Greatest Concern”
has to be practical and a realist, yet must talk
1
Excellence in
the language of the visionary and the idealexecution
ist.” In recent years, “the visionary and the
2
Sustained and steady
idealist” messages that come from a leader’s
top-line growth
heart are frequently getting replaced with
3
Consistent execution
economic buzz words in sound-byte form. One
of strategy by top
example of this trend shows up in the results
management
of a survey.
4
Proﬁt growth
In October 2007, The Conference Board
5
Finding qualiﬁed
released its CEO Top 10 Challenges, reportmanagerial talent
ing the results of a survey of 769 global CEOs
6
Customer loyalty and
from 40 countries. Each of these challenges is
retention
largely dependent on the commitment, inge7
Speed, ﬂexibility,
nuity, brainpower, grit, and new ideas of the
adaptability to change
people behind them. But would you know
8
Corporate reputation
people were important by the way these
9
Stimulating
concerns are expressed? People were not
innovation/
mentioned as one of the “greatest concerns.”
creativity/enabling
Unfortunately, many of these “people-less”
entrepreneurship
words and expressions become our talking
10
Speed to market
points—and we wonder why people don’t
Source: The Conference Board,
feel more energized, inspired, and engaged.
October 2007.
Those of us who can most effectively eliminate inhibitors to putting differences to work
within our teams and organizations will have a decided advantage because
we will have developed new mindsets and skill sets about communicating
with our people to support our success.
This book is a practical guide for leaders at all levels. It is designed to
support any organization’s challenges by bringing out the best in everyone.
It comes packed with knowledge, know-how, and inspiration to help you
more effectively put differences to work. It establishes the need for change,
offers real-to-life stories to prove its premise, and deﬁnes ﬁve distinctive
qualities of leadership to lead the way. To help you map a goal-directed journey, it includes a well-deﬁned process with six action steps, best practices,
and both strategic and tactical ideas to foster your thinking and actions in
making differences the catalyst for new thinking, new approaches, and new
contributions that will serve business and society.
Top 10 CEO
Challenges Overall

•
•
•
••
•
•
••
•
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In a kind of paradox, I must admit the idea of putting our differences
to work isn’t a trendy new concept. There is nothing trendy about it. It is
steeped in substance. History is replete with examples that cover every kind
of human experience in work and life, yet we still struggle with it.
In recent years, on many fronts, I think it’s safe to say that our conﬁdence, our capacity, and our capability have been shaken. We’ve lost touch
with the power we have when we join together, because opportunities to
demonstrate it have been moved into the background amid lots of churn
and pressures of doing more with less. In most cases, putting our differences
to work has been unintentionally shadowed by an ever-increasing demand
for the leader’s mind share and a time of massive change in the very nature
of how we work and live.
What we may have forgotten is that we’ve proven over and over again
that we know how to put our differences to work. In fact, this book has over
twenty-ﬁve present-day stories demonstrating many of its lessons, qualities,
and best practices in action. I’m certain, as you read the stories, you will be
reminded of similar experiences you’ve had or stories with a little different
twist. As I write, I’ve had my own ﬂashbacks.
My ﬁrst recollection of experiencing the power of putting our differences to work came in my ﬁrst year as a new manager at IBM. How I got
there was a story all its own that sets the stage.
I had a hip, metropolitan life in Los Angeles, California, where I worked
at IBM’s landmark high-rise on Wilshire Boulevard. I had been with IBM
for ﬁve years at the time. I visited Alaska on vacation late that summer and
stopped by the IBM ofﬁce. To my surprise, they offered me a job. In what
seemed a ﬂash, I accepted and boldly moved to what seemed, at the time, a
foreign land: Anchorage, Alaska, a new business frontier.
I arrived in the dead of winter. I worked in IBM’s shoddy two-story
building with old rusted-out desks and a broken elevator. The view from my
new ofﬁce was a far cry from the bustle of the well-groomed business district
I was used to in L.A. Instead, it was a landscape devoid of any colors, except
brown and white. It became an ever-present symbol of the drastic change
before me. On my desk I kept my welcoming gift, a local book entitled Life
without Lettuce. It was different all right—a pioneering journey of sorts. The
job called upon me to adapt fast, be ﬂexible, focused, and get ﬁred up in this
new uncharted territory.
In a short time, in stark contrast to the exterior brown and white landscape, I felt a vibrant energy inside this uncommon workplace. It was fun
and full of life with a cast of characters you would never imagine working
side by side. Because most of us had been imported from other places, we
had no families nearby. It was indeed a melting pot.
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We enjoyed the rewards of being the top revenue-producing ofﬁce in
the country in our division; topping all the charts, and getting lots of attention. In a short time, I was promoted to my ﬁrst manager job, which put
me among the ﬁrst women managers at IBM in the northwest United States.
The leadership team that I joined consisted of all men—most of whom could
be described as the rough, gruff, rugged, earthy, bush pilot types.
After just four hours as a manager, we were all summoned into a makeshift conference room. The “big boss” from the “lower 48” had ﬂown into
town unannounced, and he didn’t look happy. He was the last to enter the
room. I still remember how he slammed the door shut, and I recall his exact
words: “All indications are that this is a failed corporate audit.” The news
shocked me. It was the ﬁrst time I realized it was possible to be one of the
best ofﬁces and also one of the most out of control and not realize it. Our
mission was then explained: we were to turn the place around if we were
all to survive.
Survive we did—in a big way. We involved everyone. Many of us were
called to work outside the comfort zones of our own jobs. We tapped into our
differences, creatively calling upon diverse thinking styles, problem-solving
skills, cultural knowledge, and even expertise in traveling to remote villages.
For the most complex issues, we hand-picked the people on the team with a
track record for knowing how to solve problems, instead of simply relying
on our obvious experts who might be blinded by their own processes and
methods, some of which had proven faulty in the audit. Top salesmen teamed
with our all-women accounts receivable staff to use their clout, inﬂuence,
and charm to collect huge sums of money long past due. Our rough and rugged “bush pilots,” familiar with the cultures in the back country of Alaska,
partnered with sales and service, hopping in their planes to solve problems
at remote customer sites. Technical support people aided those in charge of
security to ﬁgure out how to better secure the building and the company’s
assets. Administrative assistants were turned into analysts, responsible for
establishing new business controls. I can still see our branch manager sitting
in the “bullpen,” answering phones when it was necessary.
In a matter of months, with a lot of hard work, we were not only a
top revenue-producing ofﬁce but also one of the top operating organizations. Our team was recognized for its dedication to mission and innovative
approach; our heroes were rewarded.
The following spring, I was promoted to a regional job in Seattle where
I began helping other leaders work with their organizations to put differences to work to solve complex organizational problems. Much to my surprise, a few months into my new job, I was named Manager of the Year for
my contributions in Alaska. I mention this only to point out the power and
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enduring inﬂuence leaders have on their people. What I’ve never forgotten
is the character they demonstrated to me as a young leader. You see, because
I had already moved on to a new assignment, consideration for this honor
could have easily been pushed aside—you know, “out of sight; out of mind.”
In fact, I’ve always known that choosing another manager for this honor
certainly would have been more advantageous for the two managers making
the decision. I recently read somewhere that one of the most profound tests
of your character as a leader is the way you treat people who can no longer
directly beneﬁt you. The message made me think of Joe and Gerry, the two
leaders involved. I don’t know where they are today, but not only did they
teach me how to put differences to work and reward them; they also set a
standard of leadership conduct and integrity that left an enduring imprint
on me in the years that followed.
The lessons that came from that adventure in Alaska started with my
life and work being turned upside down by change. I learned much from
our unlikely team with many differences—a motley group who found themselves stuck with one another in an unexpected twist of fate with a critical
mission to move mountains, solving the unsolvable in record time.
Much has changed in the world since then. Looking back, the story
looks like just a good example of teamwork, doesn’t it? Perhaps at the time,
“good teamwork” is all we could see in such an experience—maybe all we
needed to see. Putting our differences to work at the level needed today asks
much more of us than the obvious, seemingly commonplace attributes of
teamwork and considerations of diversity, inclusion, and change that pop
out in my Alaska story.
Putting our differences to work takes all we’ve learned about teamwork to a whole new level. It requires us to become skilled at working
together across a broader spectrum of dimensions of diversity, as well as
distance with precision, speed, and agility. Moreover, technology continues
to reshape how, when, and where we connect, challenging us to remain
open and trusting of the unknown and different.
We’ve fast-forwarded to a whole new workplace reality with few boundaries. Our environments are no longer traditional workplaces, and diversity
is now a reality. We’re having to learn how to put our goals and shared values
into the melting pot of the common good in order to creatively address the
problems we have to solve together. In every direction, the problems for
business and society call for not only the mind of a leader but the hearts and
the consciences of each person.
The demand for leaders with increased knowledge, skills, and conscious
people-focused habits is ever-rising as we move further into the twenty-ﬁrst
century. When you look around at the existing turmoil and uncertainty in
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the marketplaces, workplaces, and communities throughout the world, there
is a sense of urgency about this need.
As I’ve witnessed and experienced this need in my own work, a repeated
echo of wisdom, shared with me in the ﬁnal days of the twentieth century
comes back to me often. In what seemed a by-chance occasion at just the
right time, I had the honor to meet Lieutenant General David H. Ohle, then
deputy chief of staff for personnel for the United States Army at a special
gathering at the Leader to Leader Institute (formerly the Peter F. Drucker
Foundation) in New York. General Ohle was accompanied by a couple of
ofﬁcers from his leadership team. I admit that I was a bit surprised to discover
the common challenges we shared as leaders and the common solutions we
were all seeking. Before the evening ended, the general invited me to spend a
day with him and his leadership team at the Pentagon in Washington, D.C.
During our interview, he summed up the challenge for us as individuals
and organizations of all kinds. “We are all going to have to move into the
future in a new context,” he told me. “For any organization, I think the next
business revolution is conquering the human dimension of change. We need
to bring leader development, training, and quality care for our people forward, so it matches what we have accomplished in creating more efﬁcient,
prosperous, and ﬂatter organizations. For some time, we all have been captivated by the books on reengineering, downsizing, and restructuring, and
we have done a terriﬁc job applying what we have learned—innovating with
technology, transforming organizations, and changing policies—but many
of us, perhaps unintentionally, forgot about the people.”
This book is also about shaping the future, and it comes with a personal
invitation to you to join me and other leaders in pioneering a new era marked
by mastery of putting our differences to work. The opportunity for each of
us, and all of us, is to distinguish the twenty-ﬁrst century as a time where,
through the strength of our differences across the world, new levels of meaningful and useful innovation are realized, transforming business and society.
This may seem a lofty goal, but isn’t that the role of leadership—to paint
the picture of the future for those who follow us? By claiming this goal, we
are destined to leave enduring ﬁngerprints on the beginning of the century.
Futurist Joel Barker points out what we have at stake: You can and should
shape your own future, because if you don’t, someone else surely will.

HOW THIS BOOK IS ORGANIZED
Because this book combines the power of ﬁrst-person storytelling, knowledge, and wisdom, past and present, with that of being an enduring practical
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guide with tools and resources, I want to add a few comments about its
design to guide your reading.
This book is divided into three parts. Part 1, “Taking Your Leadership
to a New Level,” is about the need for change, the leadership behaviors that
will lead to success, and a few quick reference tools designed to support
your work. It helps you look closely at not only what “putting our differences to work” means but what you already know about it, and what else
you need to know as a leader. It points to why a more people-conscious
leadership is important today from the perspective of prominent thought
leaders and invites you to experience the evidence through the power of
stories that prove it works.
Additionally, Part 1 introduces Five Distinctive Qualities of Leadership essential for putting our differences to work. Each is deﬁned with key
behaviors and actions to help you adapt and integrate them as part of your
day-to-day leadership practice. This part also introduces The Basics, a set
of tools and principles for success to guide your own personal journey of
leadership development and renewal. You will be introduced to two helpful
tools. First is the Putting Our Differences to Work: Six Steps That Make
It Happen model, which shows how phases of change work together to
achieve success. Second, the Organizational Snapshot is a simple online and
downloadable assessment tool to test your team’s or organization’s readiness. It assists you in creating a reference point to mark where you are starting and in measuring your progress along the way.
Part 2, “Knowledge and Know-how to Guide the Way,” is designed to
be an enduring reference for you to navigate your way through each phase of
change in putting differences to work. This six-step model is the road map.
A separate chapter is dedicated to each unique and interrelated step: Assessment, Acceptance, Action, Accountability, Achievement, and More Action.
Each of these six chapters provides an overview, ﬁrst-person accounts,
and wisdom from luminaries, as well as illustrative examples. Periodically
throughout the book and following the stories, I have summarized key points
to take away as well as ideas for putting the learning into practice.
Part 3, “Ever-Expanding Possibilities,” is about moving beyond the
basics and looking to the future. By invitation, Chapter 10, “Innovation at
the Verge of Differences,” is written by futurist Joel Barker. He introduces
new discoveries afﬁrming the link between diversity and innovation that
have been the basis for our collaborative work since 2000. In Chapter 11,
“Collaboration at the Verge of Differences,” I relate our personal story of
mutualistic collaboration with our respective teams and partners, sharing
lessons learned. Chapter 12, “The Power of the Virtual Gathering Place,”
also offers a unique opportunity to look inside the expanding possibilities
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for the role of social networking and other Web 2.0 technologies that are
bringing us ever closer to one another in different ways. Trailblazing leaders
join me to share success stories and lessons learned in this new frontier in
virtual space.

THE FASTEST WAY TO BEGIN
So what’s the fastest way to begin putting our differences to work? The
answer comes from a simple truth shared with me years ago.
On my ﬁrst day of our new business, I asked a trusted friend and successful entrepreneur, “What’s the fastest way to begin?” “Well,” she said,
looking at me straight on, “you get up in the morning and you start.” In the
years since, I’ve realized the power of this simple truth over and over again
in my work and my personal life. It is not only the fastest way to begin a
business, but it is also the fastest way to begin a new era, to lead a new mission, to solve any problem, to change behavior, to transform an organization, or to seize any opportunity standing before you. You just begin. You
may not know exactly what’s ahead, but there is only one way to ﬁnd out:
Go! Move. Jump. Leap. Open the door and enter. It is that ﬁrst forwardthinking step that holds the promise of a new and different future, as well
as the spark of innovation, the inﬂuence of leadership, the power of a new
more collaborative team or community, or the passion that leads to high
performance. Across the world, in big and small ways, we’re learning and
relearning that when lots of individual leaders step up to take that initial
bold move together, the creative possibilities multiply many times, producing results one could only describe as remarkable.
So, are you ready to get started? Come along with me as we begin taking leadership to the next level by putting our differences to work.

PART 1
Taking Your Leadership
to a New Level

“

It is not the mountain we

”

conquer but ourselves.
—Sir Edmund Hillary

New Zealand mountain climber and Antarctic Explorer
First to successfully climb Mount Everest

aking one’s leadership to a new level challenges the best of us. If you
are like the leaders and innovators I know, unless we get a chance
to slip away to attend a class or a conference or take a long-needed
vacation, the demands of life and work leave little time to think about such
personal renewal. However, this is a time in our organizations and in the
world that requires something different from us all. A new world, an everchanging reality is sounding its call to leaders at all levels. We are being asked
to prove what we can do, what one of my mentors once called “changing
our spots.” We need to rethink where we are, how we act, where we need to
go, and how we’re going to get there. Part 1 is designed to get you started.
To set the stage for Part 1 and the chapters that follow, I have chosen a
personal story to begin this part of our journey, knowing it will be a relevant
theme throughout the rest of the book.

T

I am a hiker. I say this with a great sense of accomplishment as it didn’t
come naturally to me. Knowing we’ve all had our mountains to climb in work
and life, it seems certain you will relate even if your mountains have been
of a different nature. There are many parallels in my story about learning
to hike a mountain and taking your leadership to a new level. The process
of raising your capability, capacity, knowledge, and know-how in order to
reap the beneﬁts of diversity, accelerate innovation, and boost productivity
requires a similar learning curve. As you read it, think about the experiences
you’ve had that asked you to reach inside to grow.
I went on my ﬁrst hike about ten years ago. It was a new beginning
that stretched me mentally, emotionally, and physically. It was an awakening
about the world around me. The outdoors was a foreign place at the time.
Up to that point, my life and work had been so ﬁlled with making my way
and surviving that I hadn’t even taken the time to consciously notice that
trees came in many varieties and mountains had paths upward with vistas
that would become a catalyst for new visions, new contributions, and a
sense of becoming more.
At ﬁrst, I was clumsy, and everything about the experience felt awkward and unfamiliar. I had to retrain my thinking and beliefs to conquer even
the ﬁrst mountain peak. The journey required new skills, new tools, new
discipline, and new habits. I had to reframe my ﬂair for independence, joining in an interdependent collaboration with two friends, who were dramatically unique in every way. Our collective knowledge, focus, capability, agility,
and adaptability were essential to forging unknown trails; each of us found
our place to take the lead. We learned that it was our differences that generated safety, well-being, and the shared accomplishment of reaching the top.
We learned like trees that grow on the ridge of a mountain, battered by the
wind; like them, we, too, gained inner strength as we ascended.
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In Part 1, we’ll begin the climb of leadership renewal.
In Chapter 1, you’ll have a chance to explore the need for change, as
well as the what, why, and how of the new business essentials for putting
our differences to work. Included are the ﬁndings of recent studies, as well
as two extraordinary stories that respond to the question “So who says putting our differences to work is the fastest way?”
In Chapter 2, the focus is on introducing the Five Distinctive Qualities
of Leadership. Here’s where our paradigm gets shifted with ﬁve behaviorbased qualities that fundamentally change how we think and operate as
leaders and innovators, while using what we already know.
Chapter 3 includes the road map, compass, and necessary gear—the
Basics. It walks through the process, introduces tools, and offers principles
for success to guide your way.

“

So it is, in fact, more likely that someone will take
it on himself to champion the idea of collective
wisdom, and in that way create the conditions that
will allow it to ﬂourish.

”

—James Surowiecki
author, The Wisdom of Crowds

CHAPTER 1

The New Business Essentials
We don’t have to look too far to see the pattern that has emerged in recent
years showing our own struggles as leaders when it comes to putting differences to work effectively in our organizations. As cutting-edge global,
market-driven strategies have become essential, it is clear that we, perhaps
unintentionally, lost our focus on “people being our greatest assets.” As
we’ve worked to adapt to a changing world, the best of organizations have
proven for a time that they are skilled at creating comprehensive worldwide
business plans, launching a new strategic direction, blowing everyone away
with innovative products or services, and compiling the ﬁnancials that prove
their worth. However, at the same time, behind the scenes, deep within the
day-to-day operations, we also see genuine concern for people who slip into
obscurity.
So how has this happened? Why do we continually struggle to keep
a focus on people and putting differences to work, when there are such
great beneﬁts? Many would instantly argue that organizations and their
leaders today are widely driven by their measures—the short-term bottom
line, not what they do with people. True. Others would admit that many
leaders focus on what they know how to do, especially when the demands
to produce are ever-increasing and people leadership generally isn’t a core
skill for everyone. So we easily revert to what’s familiar—the numbers and
processes we can handle. We learned about them in school. We’ve mastered
them. This part of our organizations is pragmatic. No emotion. Just clear
and well-deﬁned parameters we fully understand. Best of all, the numbers
and processes ask only for our head work, without the inherent heart work
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that entangles us when people are part of the mix. Numbers and processes
ask much less from us than what we perceive people require. We try to be
supportive, but it is easy to assume human resources will deal with the bulk
of all that soft stuff. This perspective is no longer good enough to solve the
problems we face today or to meet the challenges ahead in the marketplace,
workplace, or community—and our troubled world.
In 2000, futurist, ﬁlmmaker, and author Joel Barker shared what
he termed a “surprising discovery” as he searched to ﬁnd the connection between wealth and innovation. I worked with him collaboratively
on his groundbreaking ﬁlm, Wealth, Innovation and Diversity. In it, he
presents a compelling business case that “societies and organizations that
most creatively incorporate diversity will reap the rewards of innovation,
growth, wealth, and progress.” Having a diversity initiative is important, and great organizations have them in place today, but the integrated
approach Joel Barker’s discoveries suggest—with direct links to innovation and growth—reaches way beyond the best in traditional diversity and
inclusion initiatives and programs. His ﬁndings note measurable beneﬁts,
including producing new kinds of wealth, like the wealth of sustainability, reduced risk, predictability, and innovation in addition to economic
wealth.
In 2001, shortly after the launch of his ﬁlm, we wrote an article together
for the American Society of Training & Development (ASTD) called “Leveraging Diversity: Putting Our Differences to Work.” In it we offer compelling
ideas from our collaborative work about the ongoing struggle both people
and organizations have when it comes to sameness and difference, noting
seven telling signs that will give you a pretty good indication of what your
organization values, not in words but in practice.

SAMENESS OR DIFFERENCE?
Why do we wrestle with sameness and difference as people and as organizations, especially when we have so much to gain by working together? Scientist and author George Ainsworth-Land offered a powerful explanation in
his book Grow or Die. It is his contention that all things grow and develop
within the same three-stage pattern.
For example, we start out focused on our own survival, seeking love,
food, and security. In our second stage of growth, starting at adolescence,
we begin ﬁnding others like us. There are many advantages here. We are
validated by others like us. We can accomplish things better together. Since
we all talk alike and think alike, decisions and communications are easier.
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All of these similarities also increase the level of predictability within our
group. We learn to like it. We see equivalent patterns of replication in many
of today’s organizations for the very same reasons.
So the struggle between sameness and difference is universal. It is part
of the evolution of individual and organizational growth—and it is clear as
we move further into the twenty-ﬁrst century, it is time for us as individuals
and as organizations to reach for an additional stage of growth. George
Ainsworth-Land calls this third stage of growth mutualism. In this stage,
we come together in different combinations to open the way for innovations leading to new technology, new music, new art, new businesses, new
friendships, new cultures, and new opportunities to grow. All of us—east
and west, north and south—have to choose between two pathways, and
this choice has to be made at every level and in every organization. One way
leads us back where sameness is rewarded and differences are demonized.
The other path is toward organizations and communities where diversity,
variety, and difference are prized. Why is this so important to our future?
Because the people most likely to bring us the paradigm-shifting innovations we need to create new wealth are almost always outsiders, people who
know little or nothing about the normal way of doing things—people different from us. This is true at every level of every enterprise, community, and
country. New wealth is the result of innovation. And innovation is driven
by diversity. Diversity is the key that will open the door to the new wealth
of the twenty-ﬁrst century.

Sameness or Difference:
What Does Your Organization Value?
Here are seven telling signs:


Your leadership team at all levels (including the board) lacks
diversity.



Old notions, perceptions, preferences, and prejudices still exist;
they are sometimes subtle and left unchallenged.



Every group or team has its own agenda; efforts are fragmented
and lack new ideas from “outsiders” or collaboration for best
execution of plans and results.



People who are different are rarely hired, developed, promoted,
or included; slow progress against stated goals is an indicator.



New ideas and innovative thinking are subtly shunned with
cynicism, risk aversion, and exclusion or seen as a nuisance—
or ignored completely.
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The words say you value diversity and inclusion, but your actions
speak louder.



You dismiss diversity and inclusion as a human resource issue
instead of recognizing that they are drivers of innovation and new
wealth; your business plans reﬂect this view.

Part of our struggle is our search for the words to have meaning. I’m
often asked what it means to put our differences to work. It’s easy to rattle
off an answer like this when someone insists: “Putting our differences to
work means creating an environment where people, naturally unique and
different—diverse by nature and experience—can work more effectively in
ways that drive new levels of creativity, innovation, problem solving, leadership, and performance in the marketplaces, workplaces, and communities of
the world.” What’s always missing in such a deﬁnition is how limiting the
words are, how ambiguous they are depending on your own differences and
experience, and how absent the human element seems to be.
Deﬁnitions have their place, but they’re only words until we breathe
life into them by our actions and example. Let me paint a more vivid picture. Putting our differences to work at every level within an organization
requires a new kind of intention from everybody. It means consciously recognizing one undeniable fact: that people are the number one source of new
thinking and new ideas needed for change and the betterment of business
and society. Here I’m not suggesting that leaders use the phrase as a rhetorical slogan. Remember “People are our greatest asset”? It lost its magic and
meaning when the words and actions didn’t align. Now it sits on the shelf
with other overused phrases. Leading this charge requires a strong belief in
people that is reﬂected day to day in our work and behavior. It calls for us to
creatively utilize the many dimensions of diversity within our organizations,
in business, and in society to their full potential.
As we’ve stripped to “lean and mean” and buzzwords like human capital and talent management have come into fashion, the rippling inﬂuence
appears to have distanced many leaders from the very heart and soul of
achievement in their organizations: the people. It is the heartbeat, commitment, and hard work of every individual that fulﬁlls a business strategy and
brings about innovation, leadership, and high performance for any organization or endeavor. Those leaders who consciously and intentionally focus
on the mastery of leading the workplace and building diverse teams will be
well on their way to pioneering a new era leadership excellence the fastest
way.
Numerous studies have followed Joel Barker’s pioneering discoveries
and my own early study and practice, both afﬁrming our ﬁndings and also
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throwing new questions into the mix. This new thinking calls us to step
further inside this compelling issue to get a deeper understanding of where
we are today and where we need to go.
One signiﬁcant study that has created a buzz of controversy is the work
of Robert D. Putnam, a distinguished political scientist and professor at
Harvard University—and, I must add, a champion for the power that people
hold when they work together. You need not wonder where his heart is
on this topic if you visit the Better Together initiative (www.bettertogether.
org), which grew out of his notable work on civic engagement. The website tagline reﬂects his call to action: “Connect with others. Build trust. Get
involved.”
Controversy arose when Putnam’s ﬁndings were published in “Diversity
and Community in the Twenty-ﬁrst Century” in the Nordic Political Science
Association Journal in June 2007 and hit the media in sound-byte form. In
reading the study, cover to cover, and listening directly to Putnam’s personal
reﬂections on it, you realize one of the contributions he made in publishing the study was helping all of us see our own truth. We don’t trust one
another as much as we should, and, consequently, we tend to isolate ourselves, staying with those most like us. Putnam did make these conclusions
about his ﬁndings in the United States: “It’s not merely a fact that America
is diverse, it’s a beneﬁt. America will—all of us will—beneﬁt from being a
more diverse, more heterogeneous place. Places that are diverse have higher
rates of growth on average. . . . In the long term, waves of immigration like
we are experiencing are good for society.”
What came out loud and clear are honest questions we need to ask ourselves in all segments of society: How have our own behavior and actions,
as members of society and leaders in organizations and communities, contributed to such distrust of one another? And what are we going to do about
it? How can we rebuild trust by getting to know one another better—and
putting our unique talents to work? Putnam suggests that it is having shared
values or shared identity that draws us together. There is the reference point
from which we have to work.

THE GOOD NEWS ABOUT THE
BREAKTHROUGH IN THINKING
The need for a shift in building capability for putting our differences to
work has been recognized in an increasing number of recent studies and
writings. I began pioneering this new level of thinking in my own work in
the early 1990s, documenting it in my Diversity Breakthrough! series in
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2000, along with others blazing the trail, like Joel Barker and his work on
wealth and innovation, Roosevelt Thomas and his new direction, Taylor
Cox, Michalle Mor Barak, and others. However, like all new ideas, it takes
time for acceptance to begin to take root, and it has, step by step. Ironically,
this acceptance happened because of the diversity of studies and books on
the subject and a wildly changing marketplace, workplace, and community—you might say it was all of us virtually putting our differences to work
that began to build awareness, momentum, and acceptance.
In 2003, for example, the need for new critical leadership skills was
afﬁrmed in the ﬁve factors of leadership showcased in a book built from the
results of an extraordinary two-year study by Accenture, Global Leadership:
The Next Generation, authored by thought leaders Marshall Goldsmith,
Cathy L. Greenberg, Alastair Robertson, and Maya Hu-Chan. Accenture’s
study validates that knowledge and know-how will be the primary sources
of value in the twenty-ﬁrst century. This means by putting our differences
to work, we can multiply the value. The study also contends that the ability
to lead people whose backgrounds and values may be radically different
from ours requires new skills for leaders at this time in history, including
thinking globally, appreciating cultural diversity, developing technological
savvy, building partnerships and alliances, and sharing leadership. This isn’t
enough in itself. In the summary, the study’s authors suggest:
No one leader can be good at everything, which leads us to the conclusion that shared leadership across a team of leaders will be the way in
which excellent global companies do business in the future. . . . Future
leaders must know their particular strengths and how to draw upon
the complementary strengths of others—sharing leadership roles as
needed.
This, too, is a big step forward, but in a distributed workplace in the global
marketplaces and workplaces across the world, we need leaders at every
level with skills and behavior that are adaptable, putting differences to work
wherever we ﬁnd ourselves.
The good news about building capability for putting our differences to
work is that it doesn’t require all new skills. To the contrary, it has much
more to do with applying what we already know to this challenge, refocusing our attention and reshaping our habits.
I discovered this truth from Peter Drucker, known as the father of modern management. It came to light when I was writing my ﬁrst book, Breakthrough! Everything You Need to Start a Solution Revolution. In his book
Post Capitalist Society, Drucker points out that most of us tend to classify
what we know into specialized areas of knowledge, instead of applying the
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strengths of all our knowledge to different problems—looking at the problems we face and asking, “What do I know? What have I learned that I
might apply to this task?” In a way, this says that we want to put the differences in all our areas of knowledge to work to solve problems. Drucker’s
wisdom has been a central part of my ongoing work in helping individuals,
teams, and organizations around the world put differences to work to create
diverse, inclusive environments ever since. I have witnessed over and over
again that what it takes to draw differences together is mainly utilizing what
we already know about leading change, calling upon the strengths of our
experience, with a little different twist.



KEY POINTS: PUTTING OUR DIFFERENCES TO WORK
 People are the number one source of new thinking and new

ideas needed for change and the betterment of business and
society. Putting our differences to work means learning to work
more effectively in ways that accelerate our capacity to innovate,
inﬂuence, and bring value to the marketplace, workplace, and
society. It is our intention and behavior that breathe life into the
words and give them meaning.
 It’s time for individuals and organizations to reach for a new

stage of growth, where we come together in novel and different
combinations to open the way for innovations leading to new
technology, new music and art, new businesses, new friendships,
new cultures, and new opportunities to grow. Diversity has
measurable beneﬁts; it produces new kinds of wealth—the wealth
of sustainability, reduced risk, predictability, innovation, and
economic wealth. (Joel A. Barker)
 Currently, we don’t trust one another as much as we should;

because of this, we tend to isolate ourselves, staying with
those most like us. However, diversity beneﬁts society. We
need to connect with others. Rebuild trust. Get involved.
(Robert D. Putnam)
 Future leaders must know their particular strengths and how

to draw upon the complementary strengths of others.
(The Global Leader, Accenture study)
 Everybody in a distributed workplace in the marketplaces and

communities of the world is a leader; we all need to be prepared.
Every day each of us has the opportunity to inﬂuence someone
or something.
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WHO SAYS PUTTING OUR DIFFERENCES TO
WORK IS THE FASTEST WAY TO INNOVATION?
To answer this question demands more than an explanation, data, or conclusions from studies. Talk and theory don’t meet that standard of proof of
what we are capable of doing today. So I searched to ﬁnd work-in-progress
stories that had meaningful concrete results. I hoped to ﬁnd examples that
would also clearly demonstrate that putting our differences to work is in
fact the fastest way to innovation, leadership, and high performance. There
isn’t a shortage of illustrative stories. This book alone has over twenty with
great lessons, best practices, and inspiration from which to draw. Finding
the right ones as convincing evidence of what putting our differences to
work can produce, however, took time, and I set the bar high.
What I wanted most was to identify a couple of pioneering efforts that
would set the stage for our discussion in this book, linking leadership and
diversity directly to innovation across industries, communities, and the
world. There were considerations of inclusion, too. At best, the illustrative
cases needed to be broad enough that you and other leaders would ﬁnd them
relevant to your work with issues of common interest to us all. I identiﬁed
two that create a panoramic view of what we can do together, establishing
a new reference point for us all.
The ﬁrst story, “The Habitat JAM,” is one that I personally experienced
and in whose rippling inﬂuences I continue to be involved. The second story,
“Global Innovation Outlook,” is one that I didn’t discover until I was in the
ﬁnal stages of writing this book. It popped out of nowhere one day when I
wasn’t even looking. Both stories started with visionary leaders braving new
territory. The common ground they share is that diversity and dialogue were
key components. Between the two poignant global examples, as you will
see, everyone is included in some way.

THE HABITAT JAM
Some doubt that putting differences to work could possibly be the fastest
way to get to innovation, leadership, and high performance. At one time, I
might have sided with them. Results of the many studies call such an idea
into question, including some of Putnam’s ﬁndings previously mentioned.
After all, look around and you don’t need a study to show we have our
problems getting along and working together. However, when there is bold,
visionary leadership, things can be different.
Great ﬁrsts in history start with an idea and belief in the unseen. Sometimes new possibilities are observed. Sometimes they go unnoticed. Always
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they cross a threshold, opening the way for
Habitat JAM
more innovation to follow. What I know
Who Showed Up?
for sure is that people have the capacity to
work together. They can move with speed,
Architects, business
dream big, and achieve way beyond what
leaders, planners, teachers,
activists, NGOs, bankers,
most of us expect. How can I make such a
government leaders,
claim? I witnessed it. I was part of it. History
slum dwellers, ministers,
recorded it.
experts, thought leaders,
On December 1, 2005, nearly forty thoudoctors, entrepreneurs, and
sand people logged on to participate in the
visionaries young and old,
Habitat JAM, a seventy-two-hour global
poor and wealthy, all over
experiment, when the people of the world
the world.
came together in an unprecedented online
Source:
dialogue for the ﬁrst time.
Habitat JAM Summary Report.
The idea behind the jam was to engage
people from all walks of life, including architects, business leaders, planners, teachers, activists, NGOs, bankers, government leaders, slum dwellers, ministers, experts, thought leaders, doctors,
entrepreneurs, and visionaries young and old, poor and wealthy all over the
world. The goal was to get us working on the most pressing problems of
our day for cities around the world. Seven unique forums framed the most
critical issues:


Improving the Lives of People Living in Slums (two forums)



Sustainable Access to Water



Environmental Sustainability



Finance and Governance



Safety and Security



Humanity: The Future of Our Cities

An invitation to participate was open to anyone with something to say
about the cities in which they live. The intent was to give people an equal
voice to share their thoughts on issues affecting their lives. The plan was
to give the people of the world—not the experts—the opportunity to set
the agenda for the World Urban Forum III hosted by the Government of
Canada in June 2006. Everyone’s ideas were gathered, sorted, and reﬁned
with a quite miraculous outcome.
The Habitat JAM was a courageous experiment sponsored by the
Government of Canada in partnership with UN HABITAT (United Nations
Human Settlements Programme) and IBM. The experiment was innovation
at its best. It put differences to work for the common good. We talked with
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each other. We shared and explored ideas.
The Habitat JAM
We began putting talk into action.
Together, we etched an indelible mark on
December 1–3, 2005
history during those unforgettable days, where
We talked with each other.
visionary leadership, technology, and people
around the world crossed a new threshold
We shared and explored
ideas.
of communication and connection with one
another, pioneering a new level of collective
We began putting talk into
problem solving on issues critical to the susaction.
tainability of our cities and our planet.
We etched an indelible
It was serendipitous that our organizamark on history.
tion got involved. In 2004, I founded the
Global Dialogue Center, the newest entity
of our Leadership Solutions Companies. It is an online virtual gathering
place for people throughout the world (www.globaldialoguecenter.com). It
has an intentional focus on leadership, professional, and personal development with the belief that by thinking, questioning, and exploring new ideas
together, we can be a catalyst for creating a better world than we know
today.
So when I received an email from London from someone I didn’t know,
introducing the upcoming Habitat JAM, it caught my attention. The vision,
possibilities, and the empowering example of leadership ignited a kind of
enthusiasm we couldn’t deny. It made our whole team want to be part of
history in the making. Members of our community found big and small
ways to get involved. We did lots of blogging and promotion to spread the
word. Eight distinguished thought leaders from our Global Dialogue Center community served as “subject-expert jammers” during the event for the
Humanity: The Future of Our Cities forum. No one with a pioneering spirit
turned down the invitation.
In a podcast recorded and published before the event, Charles Kelly,
Commissioner General of the World Urban Forum III (WUF), the visionary leader who saw the opportunity and went after it, described how the
Habitat JAM happened:
CHARLES KELLY
I discovered the concept of jamming reading a Harvard Business
Review article, talking about IBM’s experience with their ValuesJam
that engaged 300,000 of their employees in 160 countries. What
impressed me was the focus on ideas to action. That is in essence what
the World Urban Forum is about. This will be the ﬁrst time that citizens
of the world will have the opportunity, without the ﬁlters of national
governments or repression, to state their points of view.
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In that same podcast, Charles Kelly extended the invitation to participate, one I couldn’t overlook. He likened what was soon to take place to
being present at some important moment in history, such as October 4,
1957, when the Soviet Union successfully launched Sputnik I. NASA cites
that, the successful ninety-eight-minute orbit around the Earth, as an event
that ushered in new political, military, technological, and scientiﬁc developments. I wasn’t there in 1957, but how many times in one’s life are you
invited to be present when some threshold of innovation is being crossed?
It was a must.
Also in the same podcast, Mike Wing, Vice President of Strategic Communications for IBM added the perspective of a pioneering spirit, telling
about what was to be:
MIKE WING
Jamming is genuinely revolutionary. It is a kind of dialogue, a kind of
interaction, a kind of idea discovery and opportunity that simply has
never been possible before on Planet Earth. Our experience with jams
at IBM has been overwhelmingly positive. It is a trust-based and trustgenerating medium. It empowers people in ways that previous forms
of organizational communication simply haven’t done. . . . We don’t
know what is going to happen in Habitat JAM. It is an experiment. It
is a fascinating one and one we are very hopeful about.

Habitat JAM—Coming Together: Breaking Down the Barriers.
If you had an idea, there was a way to share it. Everyone’s ideas and
points of view were added to the Habitat JAM database during the jam.
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At 17:00 p.m. Greenwich Mean Time, the official clock on the
Habitat JAM website began its job—tracking the seventy-two hours we had
to participate in the world’s largest Internet dialogue on sustainability (see
the illustration on the previous page). The world showed up with participants from 158 countries.
Although Habitat JAM was my ﬁrst jamming experience of this size,
I’ve learned since that there was something very special about this one. It
wasn’t just the opportunity or the technology or the people showing up that
made this jamming experience stand out. There was a distinctive human
care and consideration in every detail of how people were included; in how
the event was produced; in the way it generated involvement and action
around the world; in the way it was directed, facilitated, communicated,
and documented.
Not one aspect of the whole event was ordinary. It was extraordinary.
Gayle Moss, director of international marketing for Habitat JAM, and her
team of committed people-focused innovators created an experience for
everyone involved before, during, and after the event that honored the many
dimensions of diversity.
Gayle Moss reﬂected on the experience in a commemorative cover story,
“Connecting the World,” in Backbone magazine (November–December
2006).
GAYLE MOSS
Of the over 39,000 people who participated, many had never touched a
computer, but through facilitation and interpretation their voices were
heard. We had three makeshift Internet cafés in slums in Africa where
facilitators would type on participants’ behalf. People were so passionate about getting their voices heard, they found ways to get it done.

Dr. Anna Tibaijuka, an Under-Secretary-General of the United Nations
and Executive Director of the UN Human Settlements Programme (UN
HABITAT), one of the visionary leaders for the Habitat JAM, shared her
personal perspective about what she witnessed and experienced during the
event:
ANNA TIBAIJUKA
Kenya had the second-highest number of registrants participating in
the Habitat JAM. The fact that thousands have been willing to patiently
wait in line, sometimes for hours, in order to be able to contribute to
this debate has been a profoundly moving experience for me. The fact
that the debate on slums has moved from the academic world to streets
and cities such as Nairobi, Dakar, Cape Town and Mumbai, Rio, Lima,
and Manila is in and of itself a powerful signal to world leaders on the
need for concerted action.
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Habitat JAM Results Achieved
The Habitat JAM was an outstanding success in terms of its inclusiveness
and global reach. What is even more remarkable is the number of actionable
ideas that came from it. More than four thousand pages of discussion
and ideas were captured; six hundred ideas generated; and seventy actionable ideas chosen, researched, and summarized in a workbook and CD for
the World Urban Forum III, an international UN HABITAT Event on Urban
Sustainability held in Vancouver, Canada, in June 2006 with fourteen thousand people attending from around the world.
Charles Kelly summed up the miracle that took place:
World Urban Forum III (WUF) was unique, reﬂecting a rather
embryonic process that UN HABITAT, under the leadership of Anna
Tibaijuka, Executive Director, initiated to bring civil society into
the decision-making and sharing about setting the agenda for UN
HABITAT. WUF wasn’t a policy conference this time. It was a gathering of practitioners from civil society and the private sector, exploring
these questions: What things have worked? What have we learned?
What mistakes have we made? How do we do things better?

The Rest of the Habitat JAM Story
The goal of the Habitat JAM from the beginning was “ideas to action.” The
seventy actionable ideas chosen for the World Urban Forum III didn’t stop
there. One example is the Global Urban Sustainability Solutions Network
(GUSSE; www.gusse.org), an online network designed to connect municipal
government, NGOs, urban professionals, researchers, business, and citizens
—a place where the world is invited to collectively discuss, review, and apply
the best ideas for sustainable cities. Many of the ideas were not grand programs with huge budgets. Some were just simple, down-to-earth suggestions
that emerged out of necessity to bring unlikely partners together.
I know the spirit of the Habitat JAM still lives. I led a forum called
“Being a Good Neighbor.” I wanted to talk with others about what it meant
to be “good neighbors” to one another. I did. Together, we built a list of
attributes, explored creating a charter for cities, and shared ideas on how
to keep momentum alive. Bill Tipton, project manager for Hewlett Packard
(HP) and contributing author at the Global Dialogue Center, wrote me during the jam expressing what it meant to him to ﬁnd the Habitat JAM accessible as a blind person: “This is so exciting it makes my hair stand up on end
to see and talk with all people with disabilities online.”
The Good Neighbors dialogue made the top ten themes in the Humanity forum (see the illustration on the next page). A small group formed to
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turn talk into action. Two years later, many Good
Neighbor actions have been taken. We meet
about every other month for two hours via Skype
from the United States and Canada. Early on, we
made a decision that the best way we could promote the idea of “being a Good Neighbor” was
to use our unique differences in our own spans
of inﬂuence and support one another in whatever
endeavors we chose.
Each of us took a different direction: Carol
Roberts accepted an assignment with the U.S.
Trade and Development Agency in Kenya related
to information communication technology infraHabitat JAM—
structure. Bill Tipton accepted a leadership role
Top Ten Themes
for HP’s people with disabilities employee network group. Under his leadership, they’ve “gone
global,” connecting HP people across the
world. Eric Hellman championed a dialogue
Putting Our
at the World Urban Forum III on spiritualDifferences to Work
ity’s role in sustainability, and he continues
Insights from the Good
to lead dialogues in his community. Avril
Neighbor Group Inspired
Orloff turned her artistic talent to graphic
by the Habitat JAM
illustration to enhance meaningful dialogues
It’s important to value and
for community and business organizations.
honor others as a way
And me? One contribution was to create a
of valuing and honoring
commemorative visual learning exhibit at the
yourself.
Global Dialogue Center’s Knowledge Gallery,
—Carole Roberts,
“We Came to the Habitat JAM: Celebrating
United States
Three Remarkable Days in History,” to share
Despite our differences, we
the experience with people around the world.
discovered we care about
Come visit at:
many of the same things.
www.globaldialoguecenter.com/
—Eric Hellman, Canada
habitatjam
The second story, the Global Innovation Outlook, provides a compelling glimpse
into the results of a diverse group of crossindustry thought leaders putting differences
to work. It again proves people are the fastest way to innovation, leadership, and high
performance.

You need to create a
caring, open environment
for others to share unique
ideas.
—Bill Tipton, United States

When hearts and minds are
open, we ﬁnd friends and
allies everywhere!
—Avril Orloff, Canada
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Imagine the power of 248 thought leaders
Who Participated?
coming together on four continents to talk
1
Academics and
with one another—a group representing
university leaders
178 organizations from nearly three dozen
2
Business partners and
countries and regions, in sectors as diverse as
clients
aerospace, agriculture, chemical, consumer
3
Government and
packaged goods, education, electronics engipublic sector ofﬁcials
neering, energy and utilities, environmental
4
Independent experts
services, ﬁnance, food and produce, health
and thought leaders
care, industrial manufacturing, informa5
Industry analysts and
tion technology, insurance, logistics, mining,
consultants
shipping, sporting goods and apparel, tele6
NGOs and citizen
communications, and more. This phenominterest groups
enon occurred at the second gathering in
7
Venture capitalist
the fall of 2005 of IBM’s Global Innovation
community
Outlook (GIO), which hosted a worldwide
8
Other thought leaders
conversation about the changing nature of
innovation.
Source: IBM GIO 2.0 report.
Participants from over twenty-two industries met in San Francisco, Zurich, São Paulo,
New Delhi, and Beijing. Together, in ﬁfteen so-called deep dive sessions,
thought leaders from businesses large and small, the public sector, academia, citizens’ groups, and the venture capital community explored emerging trends, challenges, and opportunities that affect business and society.
This global dialogue centered on three focus areas: the future of the
enterprise, transportation, and the environment. Each discussion brought
out far-reaching new ideas. It was clear that new ground was broken on
every front. The insights emerged from a broad range of topics: from the
power of social networks to innovation as a mindset; from small business
in going global or ﬁnding a niche of success working locally, to a new generation of leaders being prepared for the distributed and virtual business
landscape; from innovative transportation breakthroughs for emerging
economies, allowing them to “leapfrog” Western nations, transcending old
paradigms with new approaches, to noting that the needs of the environment depend largely on the changing behavior of individuals, business, and
society—and this is just a small sampling.
One provocative topic that was up for discussion gives a glimpse into
the richness of the conversation. It was a discussion around rethinking the
idea of “the enterprise,” noting it may be outdated and the time ripe for a
different approach. Other participants challenged the ideas of “employer”

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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and “employee” as we know them today. Imagine something more ﬂexible,
perhaps a collection of loosely formed collaborators who come together
on an “opportunity-by-opportunity” basis. From Latin America a bold
new vision emerged. The suggestion was that the future might consist of a
billion one-person “enterprises”—people moving freely from project to
project as their skills and focus shift. In this brave new approach, the traditional enterprise might change its role to include orchestrating and facilitating individuals or groups. With this kind of provocative new thinking came
the realization that such collaborative, contribution-based environments
would also need new collaborative standards to foster and support such
arrangements.
Besides being an exceptional example to fuel our discussion in this book,
I ﬁnd the Global Innovation Outlook particularly meaningful, because it
demonstrates the willingness for a corporation to change its ways of conducting business and to also share this work openly with the rest of us.
IBM’s Chairman and CEO, Sam Palmisano, admitted that the Global Innovation Outlook “marked new territory for IBM itself.” He goes on to share
that, like many businesses, IBM had previously always conducted its own
inside business forecasting. He described the value of these ongoing global
dialogues that explore a wide range of topics in this way:
We learn from our interactions with one of the world’s richest and
most diverse business ecosystems, and the members of that ecosystem beneﬁt by coming together to tackle difﬁcult issues and to learn
from one another. It’s a new approach to problem-solving and it
works—because the participants understand that their best ideas
will only get better by being part of a larger conversation, where
they can be debated, vetted, expanded and improved.
His closing words in the Global Innovation Outlook report echo what
is also central to this book: “My hope is that you’ll ﬁnd here provocative
ideas about the nature of innovation, business transformation and societal
change ideas that you can build on and make your own.” (See the Resources
and Studies section for more information about the Global Innovation Outlook 2.0 report.)
Abraham Lincoln spoke his wisdom about what achievements like these
two examples hold for the future, when he said, “That some achieve great
success is proof to all that others can achieve it as well.”
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